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	Quantum Photonics: Pioneering Advances and Emerging Applications (Springer Series in Optical Sciences), 9783319984001 (3319984004), Springer, 2019

	
		This book brings together reviews by internationally renowed experts on quantum optics and photonics. It describes novel experiments at the limit of single photons, and presents advances in this emerging research area. It also includes reprints and historical descriptions of some of the first pioneering experiments at a single-photon level and nonlinear optics, performed before the inception of lasers and modern light detectors, often with the human eye serving as a single-photon detector. The book comprises 19 chapters, 10 of which describe modern quantum photonics results, including single-photon sources,  direct measurement of the photon's spatial wave function, nonlinear interactions and non-classical light, nanophotonics for room-temperature single-photon sources, time-multiplexed methods for optical quantum information processing, the role of photon statistics in visual perception, light-by-light coherent control using metamaterials, nonlinear nanoplasmonics, nonlinear polarization optics, and ultrafast nonlinear optics in the mid-infrared.
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Introduction To ImmunotoxicologyCRC Press, 1998

	This text provides a concise and comprehensive introduction to key immunotoxicological issues for all those interested in, but with no prior knowledge of, this area of toxicology. The first section explores the health consequences of immunotoxicity, namely the adverse effects related to chemically-induced immunosuppression and...


		

Galaxy Formation and EvolutionCambridge University Press, 2010

	The rapidly expanding field of galaxy formation lies at the interface between astronomy, particle physics, and cosmology. Covering diverse topics from these disciplines, all of which are needed to understand how galaxies form and evolve, this book is ideal for researchers entering the field. Individual chapters explore the evolution of the...


		

The Underwater Photographer, Third Edition: Digital and Traditional TechniquesFocal Press, 2006
A superb hand-on manual containing a wealth of underwater tips, hints and advice - all beautifully illustrated with brand new, full colour images.

Martin Edge, a leading authority on underwater photography, will help you capture stunning effects using his popular 'think and consider' system - offering a heightened awareness and...




	

Air and Spaceborne Radar Systems (Radar, Sonar, Navigation and Avionics)SciTech Publishing, 2001

	The history of airborne radar is almost as old as that of radar itself. The improvement in detection range provided by an airborne platform was realised early during the Second World War, and the development of the cavity magnetron at almost the same time allowed higher radar frequencies and, hence, directive antennas to be used. Nowadays,...


		

Adobe Flex 4.5 Fundamentals: Training from the SourceAdobe Press, 2011

	Macromedia introduced Flex in 2004 so that developers could write web applications for the
	nearly ubiquitous Flash platform. These applications benefited from the improved design,
	usability, and portability that Flex made possible, dramatically changing the user experience.
	These features are a cornerstone of Web 2.0, a new generation...


		

Understanding 8085/8086 Microprocessor and Peripheral ICs: (Through Question & Answer)New Age Publications, 2009

	Since the advent of microprocessors in the 70s, a good many books have been written covering different aspects of microprocessors and microcomputers. A knowledge and exposure to microprocessors is a must for practising engineers and scientists in the fields of Electrical, Electronics, Instrumentation and Software Engineering.
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